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We extend a TCTL model-checking problem to a parametric timing
analysis problem for real-time systems and develop new techniques for
solving it. The algorithm we present here accepts timed transition system
descriptions and parametric TCTL formulas with timing parameter
variables of unknown sizes and can give back general linear equations
of timing parameter variables whose solutions make the systems work.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The verification problems of reactive systems have traditionally been modeled as
decision problems which use Boolean values as answers [ACD90, AFH91, AH90,
EMSS90, HLP90, HNSY92, Lewis90, WME93a, WME93b]. One such prominent
example is the model-checking problem of CTL [CE81, CES86] which, given a
transition system description A and a CTL formula ,, asks if A is a model of ,.
Alur et al. have extended the CTL model-checking problem to real-time systems
with dense time-domain by equipping transition systems with clocks that can be
reset [ACD90].
The framework of decision problems is not all that natural to system designers.
In seeking a working design among numerous plausible choices, people prefer more
informative answers. Moreover, the commonly adopted frameworks in temporal
logics, like that of TCTL model-checking, usually require overly detailed specifica-
tions of system state configurations. For example, we must know how many binary
variables (or variables encodable in predefined number of bits) there are before
the analysis can proceed. This kind of restriction usually leaves users in repetitive
trial-and-error cycles to select a parameter valuation.
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As Alur et al. have observed [AHV93],
Indeed, when studying the literature on real-time protocols, one sees that the desired
timing properties for protocols are almost invariably parametric.
However, it is easy to show that if we let users have parameters of unknown sizes
in specifications and formulas, the verification problems can easily become
undecidable. The contribution of this paper is that we extend a TCTL model-check-
ing problem to a parametric timing analysis problem with unknown timing parameters
and provide an elementary complexity algorithm for the general solution condition
of the problem. Specifically, we define Parametric TCTL (PTCTL), which allows
formulas like _,1U>_,2 , where _ is an unknown nonnegative integer variable.
Given an automaton A with resettable clocks and a PTCTL formula ,, we use
PTA(A, ,) to denote the parametric timing analysis problem instance which asks
for the general condition on a parameter valuation, if there is any, of unknown
timing variables in , that makes A a model of ,. We show that such conditions are
always expressible as sets of linear equations. The design of the algorithm requires
new insight and interesting techniques in analyzing timed transition systems which
seem to have great potential in helping attacking other real-time system analysis
problems. Especially in our framework, the region graph construction is independent
of the timing constants used in the specification formula. This should help in con-
taining the exponential growth of space requirement for verification tasks.
1.1. Related Work
In the earliest development [CE81, CES86], people used finite-state automata to
describe system behavior and check to see if it satisfied specifications given in
branching-time temporal logic CTL. Such a framework is usually called
model-checking. A CTL (Computation Tree Logic) formula is composed of binary
propositions ( p, q, ...), Boolean operators (c, 6 , 7 ), and branching-time modal
operators (_U, _m, \U, \m). _ means ‘‘there exists’’ a computation. \ means ‘‘for
all ’’ computations. U means something is true ‘‘until’’ something else is true. m
means ‘‘next state.’’ For example, _pUq says there exists a computation along which
p is true until q is true. Since there is no notion of real-time (clock time), only
ordering among events is considered.
The following shorthand notations are generally accepted, besides the usual ones
in Boolean algebra. _h,1 is for _true U,1 ; \g,1 for c_hc,1 ; \h,1 for
\true U,1 ; and _g,1 for c\hc,1 . Intuitively, h means ‘‘eventually’’ while g
means ‘‘henceforth.’’
The ground-breaking paper in [ACD90] presents a dense-time system model-
checking algorithm. The system behavior is described by finite-state automaton
extended with dense-time clocks. In the automata, we can compare the difference of
two clock readings with timing constants to trigger transitions and reset them dur-
ing the transitions. The specification is given in TCTL (Timed CTL) which extends
CTL with timing constraints like deadline, earliest starting time, and exact time.
A typical real-time automaton, which has two clocks, x, y, and four meta-states, q0 ,
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FIG. 1. A clock automaton.
q1 , q2 , q3 , is shown in Fig. 1. At each meta-state, we have a condition to be main-
tained. For example, in meta-state q0 , x>2 7 y=0 7 p must always be true. By
each transition, we have a pair whose first component is the set of clocks to be reset
and whose second component is the triggering condition. The automaton may go
from meta-state q1 to q2 and reset x’s reading to zero when the reading of y is
greater than one. A typical TCTL formula is _h5 p which says that in some com-
putation that p will sometimes be true after 5 time units. Because of the dense-time
nature, usually no next-state operator is adopted. One innovation in [ACD90]
involves a partitioning technique which divides the infinite state space of such
dense-time systems into finite number of behaviorally equivalent regions.
The framework of PTCTL and timed automata is chosen partly for convenience
of algorithm presentation. It is possible to restate our result in the general
framework of parametric real-time reasoning given in [AHV93] which focussed on
the emptiness problems of parametric timed automata with various restrictions.
In [CY92], the problems of deciding the earliest and latest times a target state
can appear in the computation of a timed automaton were discussed. However, we
do not know of any previous work on deriving the general characteristic formulas
of solution parameter valuations.
1.2. Outline of the Rest of the Paper
In Section 2, we start the presentation by giving the intuition behind the work.
In Section 3, we introduce clock automata as our transition system description
language. Section 4 defines the syntax and semantics of PTCTL and the problem
of parametric timing analysis; especially, the semantics are straightforwardly
defined on clock automata for convenience. Section 5 describes our observations
and algorithms for solving the problem. Intuitive observations behind our labeling
algorithm and intrinsic function solution algorithm are given at the beginning of
Sections 5.2 and 5.5, respectively. Section 6 is the conclusion.
Notationally, we let N be the set of nonnegative integers and R+ the set of non-
negative real numbers.
2. INTUITIVE BASIS OF OUR APPROACH
In this section, we try to give a small region graph example to show the intuition
behind the work. Suppose we have the region graph depicted in Fig. 2 with a single
clock variable x and we want to check what the condition on parameter variable
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FIG. 2. A region graph.
_ is in order to make _h=_p true at the center p-state. There are two cycles in the
region graph, 01 and 02 , with cycle computation times 2 and 3, respectively. It is
obvious that 0 is a solution to _. Also, any multiples of 2 and 3 are solutions. In
fact, by looping 01 and 02 any number of times, we will still come back to the
center p-state. This suggests that the solution to _ will be an all linear combinations
of 2 and 3. In Section 5, we shall formalize this intuition by considering all cases.
It turns out that we can construct an initial offset computation time such that after
the initial offset computation time, any extra computation time equal to a multiple
of the gcd ( greatest common divisor) of all the ‘‘positive’’ cycle times results in a
solution.
In other words, the solution computation times eventually stablize to some
periodic pattern. This observation not only leads to the parametric timing analysis
algorithm for such region graphs but also makes the region graph construction
independent of the specification formula.
In Section 5.2, we shall derive the initial offset computation time with the help of
lemmas 2 and 3 and thereafter prove that the intuition is correct.
3. CLOCK AUTOMATA
Our system models are described by clock automata (CA) which are dense-time
automata similar to the timed graphs used in [ACD90] and timed safety automata
in [HNSY92]. A CA has a set of clocks whose readings are nonnegative real num-
bers that increase at a uniform rate and can be compared with integer constants.
Each clock can be reset to zero independently. For example, the CA in Fig. 1 has
four meta-states and two clock variables (see Section 1.1 for an explanation of its
operation).
Given a set P of atomic propositions and a set C of clocks, the syntax of a state
predicate ’ of P and C is defined as
’ ::=false | p | xtc | ’1  ’2 .
Here p is an atomic proposition in P, x is a clock in C, c is a nonnegative integer
constant, and t stands for one of the binary relations <, , =, , >. Let BCP
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be the set of all state predicates of P and C. We shall also adopt c’1 , true, ’1 6 ’2 ,
’1 7 ’2 as shorthand notations for ’1  false, cfalse, (c’1)  ’2 , c(’1  c’2),
respectively.
Definition 1. Clock Automata. A clock automaton (CA) is a tuple (Q, q0 , P,
C, /, E, ?, {) with the following restrictions.
v Q is a finite set of meta-states.
v q0 # Q is the initial meta-state.
v P is a set of atomic propositions.
v C is a set of clocks.
v / : Q [ BCP is a function that labels each meta-state with a condition that is
true in that meta-state.
v EQ_Q is the set of transitions.
v ? : E [ 2C defines the set of clocks to be reset during each transition.
v { : E [ BCP defines the transition triggering conditions.
The CA starts at meta-state q0 . The transitions of the CA are triggered by state
predicates. During a transition from qi to qj , for each x # ?(qi , qj), the reading of
x will be reset to zero.
A state s of CA A=(Q, q0 , P, C, /, E, ?, {) is a mapping from P _ C to [true,
false] _ R+ such that for each p # P, s( p) # [true, false], and for each x # C,
s(x) # R+. A state predicate ’ can be satisfied in a state s, written as s < ’. The
relation of satisfaction of state predicates by states is defined by the following four
rules:
v s <% false;
v s < p iff s( p)=true;
v s < xtc iff s(x)tc; and
v s < ’1  ’2 iff s < ’1 implies s < ’2 .
A CA A=(Q, q0 , P, C, /, E, ?, {) is unambiguous iff for all states s, there is at
most one q # Q such that s < /(q). Ambiguous CA’s can be made unambiguous by
incorporating meta-state names as propositional conjuncts in the conjunctive nor-
mal forms of corresponding /( ) mapping values. From now on, we shall only talk
about unambiguous CA’s. When we say a CA, we mean an unambiguous CA.
Given a CA A=(Q, q0 , P, C, /, E, ?, {) and a state s, we shall let sQ be the meta-
state in Q such that s < /(sQ). If there is no meta-state q # Q such that s < /(q),
then we shall say sQ is undefined.
In a CA, there are three causes of state changes: (1) meta-state transitions, (2)
proposition value changes in the same meta-state, and (3) time passage in the same
meta-state. The second case can be emulated by the first one by requiring at each
meta-state, there is a self-loop transition with tautology triggering condition. So
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from now on, we shall always ignore the second case by assuming that for each
meta-state, there is such a tautology-triggered self-loop transition.
Given two states s, s$, we say there is a meta-state transition from s to s$ in A,
in symbols s  s$, iff
v sQ, s$Q are both defined,
v (sQ, s$Q) # E,
v s < {(sQ, s$Q), and
v \x # C((x # ?(sQ, s$Q)  s$(x)=0) 7 (x  ?(sQ, s$Q)  s$(x)=s(x))).
Also given a state s and a $ # R+, we let s+$ be the state that agrees with s in
every aspect except for all x # C, s(x)+$=(s+$)(x). Given a state s of a CA
A=(Q, q0 , P, C, /, E, ?, {), a computation of A starting at s is called an s-run,
which can be represented by an infinite sequence ((s1 , t1), (s2 , t2), ...) such that
v s=s1 ; and
v for each t # R+, there is an i # N such that tit; and
v for each integer i1, sQi is defined and for each real 0$ti+1&ti ,
si+$ < /(sQi ); and
v for each i1, A goes from si to si+1 because of
 meta-state transition, i.e., ti=ti+1 7 si  si+1 , or
 time passage, i.e., ti<ti+1 7 si+ti+1&ti=si+1.
4. PARAMETRIC TCTL AND PARAMETRIC TIMING ANALYSIS PROBLEM
We extend TCTL [ACD90] to Parametric TCTL to specify timing properties in
our parametric timing analysis problem. Each formula , in PTCTL is accompanied
by a set T, of parameter variables which are character strings representing
unspecified timing constants. The syntax of a PTCTL formula ,, used for analyzing
models described by a CA (Q, q0 , P, C, /, E, ?, {), is defined by
, ::=false | p | ,1  ,2 | _,1Ut%,2 | \,1Ut%,2 .
Here p is an atomic proposition name in P. % is either an integer constant in N
or a parameter variable in T, . We shall define abbreviations c,1 for (,1  false),
true for cfalse, ,1 6 ,2 for (c,1)  ,2 , ,1 7,2 for c(,1  c,2), _ht%,1 for
_true Ut%,1 , \gt%,1 for c_ht% c,1 , \ht%,1 for \true Ut% ,1 , and _gt%,1 for
c\ht%c,1 .
A parameter valuation, say I, for T, is a mapping from N _ T, to N such that
for all c # N, I(c)=c. With different parameter valuations, a PTCTL formula may
impose different timing requirements. Given a PTCTL formula , and a parameter
valuation I for T, , we shall let ,I be the TCTL formula [ACD90] obtained from
, by replacing every occurrence of _ in , by I(_) for all _ # T, .
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We now define the semantics of PTCTL with parameter valuation on CA’s. We
write s < ,I to mean that , with parameter valuation I is true in A at state s. We
define < inductively as follows.
v s <% false
v s < pI iff s( p)=true
v s < (,1  ,2)I iff s < ,I1 implies s < ,I2
v s < (_,1Ut% ,2)I iff there are an s-run =((s1 , t1), (s2 , t2), ...) in A, an i1,
and a $ # [0, ti+1&ti], s.t.
 ti+$tt1+I(%),
 si+$ < ,I2 ,
 for all 0 j<i and $$ # [0, tj+1&tj ], sj+$$ < ,I1 , and
 for all $$ # [0, $), si+$$ < ,I1 .
v s < (\,1Ut%,2)I iff for every s-run =((s1 , t1), (s2 , t2), ...) in A, for some
i1 and $ # [0, ti+1&ti],
 ti+$tt1+I(%),
 si+$ < ,I2 ,
 for all 0 j<i and $$ # [0, tj+1&tj], sj+$$ < ,I1 , and
 for all $$ # [0, $), si+$$ < ,I1 .
Given a CA A, a PTCTL formula ,, and a parameter valuation I for T, , we say
A is a model of ,I, written as A < ,I, iff s < ,I for all states s such that sQ=q0 .
A parameter valuation I is called a solution of PTA(A, ,) iff A < ,I. The
parametric timing analysis problem instance for A and ,, i.e., PTA(A, ,), is formally
defined as the problem of deriving the solution condition on a parameter valua-
tion I, if any, which makes A < ,I.
5. PARAMETRIC TIMING ANALYSIS
Typical questions in analyzing our problem instances come in the following way:
If we are given two states, s and s$, of A, what are the conditions on times of com-
putation from s to s$? We shall use the region graphs defined in [ACD90] as a
basis for developing our algorithm. We find that the repetition patterns of path time
from s to s$ are expressible in terms of linear inequalities with coefficients linear in
the gcd’s and lcm’s of the computation times of positive simple cycles traversable
by paths from s to s$. This relationship can then be expressed as conditions on
parameter variables in T, .
A formal definition of our region graphs will be given in Section 5.1. The deriva-
tion of the linear inequalities related to the solution conditions will be presented in
Section 5.2. Then we apply the results to label the regions with conditions on
parameter variables in Section 5.3. The complexity of the labeling algorithm is
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discussed in Section 5.4. Finally, we show how to further simplify the linear inequal-
ities to linear equations and we suggest the use of a standard technique for linear
equations to derive a solution on the parameter variables in Section 5.5.
5.1. Clock Region Graph
Clock region graphs (CR-graphs) are basically the region graphs defined in
[ACD90] supplemented with information to support analysis of timing parameters.
Specifically, we extend the region graphs with a clock tick indicator } which is
conceptually a clock that gets reset to zero once its reading reaches one. Moreover,
we ask that the reading of } always be between 0 and 1; that is, for every state s,
0s(})1.
We let KA and K, be the biggest constants used in A and ,, respectively. For
each $ # R+, we define fract($) as the fractional part of $; i.e., fract($)=$&w$x.
We shall slightly modify the concepts of region (equivalence classes of states w.r.t.
PTA(A, ,)) and region graph [ACD90] to develop our algorithm.
Definition 2. K-region. Given a clock automaton A=(Q, q0 , P, C, /, E, ?, {),
a nonnegative integer constant K, and two states s, s$ of A, s$A : K s$ (i.e., s and s$
are equivalent with respect to A and K) iff the following conditions are met:
v For each p # P, s( p)=s$( p).
v For each x # C, if either s(x)K or s$(x)K, then ws(x)x=ws$(x)x.
v For every x, y # C _ [0, }], fract(s(x))fract(s( y)) iff fract(s$(x))
fract(s$( y)). (Here we conveniently let s(0)=s$(0)=0.)
When K=KA , we shall write s$A s$ instead. When the context of A and K is
obvious, we shall write s$s$ for simplicity. [s] denotes the equivalent class of A’s
states to which s belongs. We call each equivalent class a K-region (or simply a
region when K=KA).
We now restate a lemma from [ACD90] without proof.
Lemma 1. Suppose we are given PTA(A, ,), parameter valuation I for T, , and
two states s, s$ of A such that s$A: max(K A , K ,) s$. Then s < ,
I iff s$ < ,I.
Now the clock region graphs are defined as follows:
Definition 3. CR-graph. The CR-graph for PTA(A, ,), denoted as GA , with
A= (Q, q0 , P, C, /, E, ?, {), is a directed graph (V, F ). The vertex set V is the
set of all regions. The arc set F consists of two types of arcs:
v The arc ([s], [s$]) may represent meta-state transitions in A, i.e., s  s$.
v The arc ([s], [s$]) may be a time arc and represent passage of time in the
same meta-state. Formally
 s+$=s$ for some $ # R+ ;
 there is no s* and $4 # R+, 0<$4 <$, s.t. [s* ]{[s], [s* ]{[s$], s+$4 =s* ,
and s* +$&$4 =s$.
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For each ([s], [s$]) in F, we let =([s], [s$])= A if going from s to s$, the reading
of } increments from a noninteger to an integer; =([s], [s$])= a if going from s to
s$, the reading of } increments from an integer to a noninteger; otherwise =([s],
[s$])=0. Also v < fract(})=0 iff s(}) is an integer.
For convenience, we let (})[s] be the vertex, say [s$], in a CR-graph that
agrees with [s] in every aspect except that s$(})=0.
A (finite or infinite) path (v1v2 } } } ) in a CR-graph GA=(V, F ) is a (finite or
infinite) sequence of vertices such that for every i1, (vi , vi+1) # F if vi+1 exists.
A cycle is a finite path (v1v2 } } } vm) such that m2 and v1=vm .
We now define the following notation to symbolize the time of a path. Given a
path 1=(v1 v2 } } } vm) , we use time(1 ) to denote the number of arcs (vi , vi+1)
along 1 such that =(vi , vi+1)= A . time(1) is called the time of path 1.
The models of PTCTL formulas are digressive computations along which a
clock’s reading will increase without bound in the case when it is not being reset
infinitely often. These correspond to infinite paths, say (v1v2 } } } ) , in CR-graphs
along which for infinitely many i>0, =(vi , vi+1)= A . A region satisfying _g0 true
can be checked by the reachability of a strongly connected component in the region
graph with an A arc in it.
5.2. Finite Characteristic of the Problem
Given a PTCTL formula , and a path (cycle) 1=(v1v2 } } } vm) , 1 is called a
,-path (,-cycle) iff there is a parameter valuation I such that for each 1i<m
and vi=[si], si < ,I.
We shall first give the intuition behind our labeling algorithm. The parametric
timing analysis problem can be decomposed to the following basic problem:
Given two vertices v, v$ in a region graph and a property ,, what is the
set of computation times of ,-paths from v to v$?
We shall show that any such computation time is always a derivable offset constant
plus a multiple of the gcd of positive cycle times along some paths from v to v$.
Once this is established, we shall use it to construct labeling functions for all modal
formulas in PTCTL.
Any path from v to v$ can always be decomposed into a simple path, say 1, and
a finite set, say H, of simple cycles. It is also observed that by repeating any of the
simple cycles in H a few more times, we still get a path from v to v$. Thus the com-
putation time of a path constructed from 1 and H can be represented as the sum
of the time of 1 and a linear combination of the times of cycles in H. Note such
a linear combination is always a nonnegative multiple of the gcd of the times of
cycles in H. But the reverse is not true. Lemmas 2 and 3 step in at this point to
show that when the nonnegative multiple is big enough, it is always possible to
express it as a linear combination with nonnegative coefficients.
Lemma 3 actually establishes the intuition we made in Section 2. Namely, given
two vertices v, v$ in a region graph and a nonnegative constant 9 as the gcd of
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times of all positive cycles in some path from v to v$, there exists ( # N such that
for any i # N, (+i9 describes a computation time from v to v$. Lemma 3 is estab-
lished with the help of definition of path structures (which we call cactus structure
in Definition 4) and Lemma 2.
What Lemma 2 does, given a set of positive integers r1 , ..., rm (presumably positive
cycle times) and a linear combination c of r1 , ..., rm with |c|lcm(r1 , ..., rm), is to
find small constant bounds on j1 , ..., jm to make c=1im ji ri . Remember that
all paths from v to v$ are simple paths attached to sets of simple cycles. Once
Lemma 2 is proven, it is easy to see that we need only cycle those simple cycles a
constant number of times to make a path time composed of the simple path time
and a linear combination of those cycle times with only positive coefficients. Such
overhead cycle repetition leads to the derivation of ( mentioned in the previous
paragraph.
Lemma 2. Given a set of positive integers r1 , r2 , ..., rm , for each integer 0i<
(lcm(r1 , r2 , ..., rm))(gcd(r1 , r2 , ..., rm)), there are integers j1 , ..., jm such that | jh |
(lcm(r1 , ..., rm))rh , for each 1hm, and 1hm jhrh=i } gcd(r1 , r2 , ..., rm).
Proof. We first want to establish that for all i with 0i<(lcm(r1 , ..., rm))
(gcd(r1, ..., rm)), i } gcd(r1, ..., rm) can be represented as 1hm j $hrh=i } gcd(r1, ..., rm),
an integer linear combination (LC) of r1 , ..., rm . This can be done by reversing
Euclid’s algorithm for gcd computation. After that, we want to show hat there are
such integers j1 , ..., jm with | jh |(lcm(r1 , ..., rm))rh for each 1hm. Now
assume j $h=((lcm(r1 , ..., rm))rh) k$h+gh , where 0gh<(lcm(r1 , ..., rm))rh , for each
1hm. By some further manipulation, we find
i } gcd(r1 , ..., rm)= :
1hm
ghrh+lcm(r1 , ..., rm) :
1hm
k$h .
By dividing the two sides by lcm(r1 , ..., rm), we get
0=\ i } gcd(r1 , ..., rm)lcm(r1 , ..., rm) =\
1hm ghrh
lcm(r1 , ..., rm)+ :1hm k$h .
Since 0w(1hm ghrh)(lcm(r1 , ..., rm))x=&1hm k$h<m, by letting jh=
&((lcm(r1 , ..., rm))rh)+gh if 1h| 1hm k$h | and gh otherwise, we find that
the lemma is proven. K
Now the ‘‘bigness’’ of the nonnegative multiple comes into play. Here is the intui-
tion. Suppose we are given a ‘‘big’’ g # N such that
g } gcd(r1 , ..., rm) :
1hm
rh+m } lcm(r1 , ..., rm).
Since for some k0 and 0i<(lcm(r1 , ..., rm))(gcd(r1 , ..., rm)),
g } gcd(r1 , ..., rm)=k } lcm(r1 , ..., rm)+ :
1hm
rh
+m } lcm(r1 , ..., rm)+i } gcd(r1 , ..., rm),
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FIG. 3. A cactus structure.
according to Lemma 2,
g } gcd(r1 , ..., rm)=k } lcm(r1 , ..., rm)+ :
1hm
rh+m } lcm(r1 , ..., rm)+ :
1hm
jh rh
=
lcm(r1 , ..., rm)
r1
} kr1+ :
1hm \1+
lcm(r1 , ..., rh)
rh
+jh+ rh .
Since 1+((lcm(r1 , ..., rh))rh)+jh is a positive integer for each 1hm, a non-
negative multiple bigger than the ‘‘offset’’ of 1hm rh+m } lcm(r1 , ..., rm) is
guaranteed to be expressible as a linear combination of r1 , ..., rm with nonnegative
coefficients. This intuition is made concrete and connected to our PTA problem by
the following two definitions. The first defines the structure of linear combinations
of cycle times in considering the computation times of paths between two vertices
in CR-graph.
Definition 4. Cactus structure. Given a PTA(A, ,), a simple path 1=
(u1u2 } } } uk) , and a finite set H of simple cycles in GA , we call (1, H ) a cactus
structure iff for each 0 # H, there is a finite sequence 01 , ..., 0m , m1, of simple
cycles in H such that 01=0 and
v given 0m=(v1 } } } vn), for some 1ik, ui=v1 ; and
v for each 1h<m with 0h=(v1v2 } } } vm) and 0h+1=(v$1v$2 } } } v$n) , there
is 1in msuch that v$i=v1 .
An illustration of a cactus structure is given in Fig. 3. For example, for 0 7 , the
sequence is 0 70 60 5 .
Given a set of nonnegative integers r1 , ..., rm , we shall conveniently let
gcd(r1 , ..., rm) and lcm(r1 , ..., rm) be respectively the greatest common divisor and the
least common multiple of the ‘‘positive’’ elements in r1 , ..., rm .
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The following definition extracts the ( and 9 characteristics from a cactus
structure in which some property , is invariant except for the destination node.
Definition 5. Intrinsic conditional offset-period structure. Given a PTCTL
formula ,, two vertices v, v$ in GA , and a cactus structure (1, H) from v to v$
in GA , we call (1, H) an intrinsic ,-offset-period structure from v to v$ iff there is
a parameter valuation I of T, such that
v given 1=(u1 } } } un) , \1i<n, ui < ,I ; and
v given (v1 } } } vn) # H, \1i<n, vi < ,I.
Given the intrinsic ,-offset-period structure (1, [01 , ..., 0m]) from v to v$ in G with
rh=time(0h) for each 1hm, we call the pair of numbers
\time(1 )+ :
1hm
rh+m } lcm(r1 , ..., rm), gcd(r1 , ..., rm)+
an intrinsic ,-offset-period pair from v to v$ in G. For each intrinsic ,-offset-period
pair ((, 9 ) from v to v$, ( and 9 are called an intrinsic ,-offset and an intrinsic
,-period, respectively, from v to v$.
Lemma 3. Given a PTA(A, ,) and two vertices v, v$ in GA , for every d # N such
that
dmax[( | ( is an intrinsic ,-offset from v to v$]
there is a ,-path of time d from v to v$ iff there are i0 and an intrinsic ,-offset-
period pair ((, 9 ) from v to v$ such that d=(+i } 9.
Proof. Direction O . By repetitively extracting simple cycles from the ,-path, we
can decompose the path into a simple path 1 and a set H of simple cycles which
together construct an intrinsic ,-offset-period structure. Let the relevant intrinsic
,-offset-period pair be ((, 9 ). Since they are decomposed from a ,-path, for some
parameter valuation I,
\(v1 } } } vn) # H, \1i<n (vi < ,I ).
Because of the composition of the path, for some g # N,
d=time(1 )+ g } 9. (1)
Also, because of the magnitude of d, we find that for some c # N,
d=time(1 )+ :
0 # H
time(0)+c+|H | } lcm(time(0) | 0 # H ).1 (2)
By subtracting Eqs. (1) and (2), we find that c must be a nonnegative multiple of
9 and this direction of the lemma is proven.
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Direction o . Let (1, [01 , ..., 0m]) and ((, 9) be the relevant intrinsic ,-off-
set-period structure and pair, respectively, with rh=time(0h) for each 1hm.
For convenience, let r1=min[r | r # [r1 , ..., rm]; r{0]. According to Lemma 2,
there are integers j1 , ..., jm such that | jh |((lcm(r1 , ..., rm))rh), for each 1hm,
and
0 :
1hm
jhrh=d&(&\d&(r1  r1<r1lcm(r1 , ..., rm).
At this step, we want to show that there exists such a ,-path with
v e1=1+w(d&()r1 x+((lcm(r1 , ..., rm))r1)+ j1>0 traversings of 01 , and
v eh=1+((lcm(r1 , ..., rm))rh)+jh>0 traversings of 0h , for each 1<hm,
rh {0, respectively, and
v eh=1 traversing of 0h , for each 1<hm, rh=0, respectively.
By visualizing e traversings of a cycle 0=(v1 } } } vn) as a primary 0 together with
e&1 replications of 0 conjoining at v1 , and constructing a dummy arc from the tail
to the head of 1, we actually get an Eulerian circuit problem instance [Knut73].
The directed graph is connected since it is a cactus structure and \1hm, eh1.
It is balanced since each cycle that is traversed adds both an incoming arc and an
outgoing arc to each vertex along it. Thus according to Theorem G in [Knut73],
the lemma is proven. K
The relation between the cactus structure and the intrinsic conditional offset-
period structure can be illustrated by going through the region graph in Fig. 2 to
construct the intrinsic conditional offset-period structure. As will be clear in our
labeling algorithm in Table 2, the cactus structure that matters in Fig. 2 consists of
exactly cycles 01 and 02 . In this simple case, the simple path 1 is the trivial path
of the only central p-region. Lemma 3 predicts that for every multiple d of
gcd(2, 3)=1 with d2+3+2 lcm(2, 3)=17, d is a solution to _ in _h=_p.
Lemma 3 depicts the basic finite characteristic of our parametric timing analysis
problem and thus prepares us to devise a labeling algorithm on CR-graphs for the
problem.
5.3. Labeling Algorithm
In [ACD90, BCMDH90, CE81, and CES86], the model-checking algorithms
label each vertex in the graphs with a set of temporal logic formulas true at the
states represented by that vertex. Another way to look at this is that their labeling
algorithms map pairs of vertices and temporal logic formulas to Boolean values.
Our labeling algorithm can be viewed as an extension of theirs because it maps
pairs of vertices and temporal logic formulas to a set of linear inequalities which
we call conditions, with parameter variables as free variables. For convenience, we
shall use the notation L,(v) for the conditions labeled on vertex v for PTCTL
formula ,.
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Given a path (v1v2 } } } vn), it is always possible to decompose it into a simple
path 1 and a set [01 , ..., 0m] of simple cycles. We call it a slim path if for each
1im, time(0i)=0 implies 0i is traversed at most once along 1.
Lemma 4. Given two vertices v, v$ and an d # N, there is a path from v to v$ of
time d iff there is a slim path from v to v$ of time d.
Proof. A path that is not slim can be reduced to a slim one by deleting
duplicate zero cycles. K
Based on Lemmas 3 and 4, we devise a basic routine, ptime,t% ( ) in Table 1,
which, given a labeling function L,, two vertices v, v$ in a CR-graph, and a require-
ment ‘‘t%’’ on the computation times of paths, returns a condition for the existence
of a ,-path of computation time t% from v to v$. Note how we use L,(1 ) and
0 # H 1 L
,(0) to transform existence conditions of a true-path to those of a ,-path.
Also note that when dt% is false for all d # N, ptime,t%(v, v$) will be evaluated to
be false.
Our labeling algorithm is given in Table 2. The algorithm is given in a top-down
recursive form for convenience. A bottom-up nonrecursive version may be more
efficient. The following lemma establishes the correctness of our labeling algorithm.
Lemma 5. Given PTA(A, ,), a parameter valuation I for T, , and a vertex v in
GA , after executing L,(v) in our labeling algorithm, I satisfies L,(v) iff v < ,I.
Proof. By structural induction on , for both directions. We first assume that I
satisfies L,(v) and want to show s < ,I. We prove this by induction on the struc-
ture of ,.
1. The case when ,= false is trivial.
2. The case when , # P is true according to the definition of clock regions.
TABLE 1
Conditions on Path Time for the Existence of ,-path
ptime,t%(v, v$) [
(1) let U be the set of simple paths from v to v$;
(2) for each 1 # U, [
(1) compute the set SC1 of vertices strongly connected to vertices in 1;
(2) compute the set H1 of simple cycles in GA made of vertices in SC1 ;
(3) compute intrinsic true-offset-period pair ((1 , 91) for (1, H1);
]
(3) let ( :=max[(1 | 1 # U] and ’ := false;
(4) for each 0d<( and each slim path of 1 of time d from v to v$, ’ :=’ 6 (dt% 7 L,(1 ))
(5) for each 1 # U, let ’ :=’ 6 ((_i(1+i } 91t%)) 7 L,(1 ) 7 0 # H1 L
,(0));
(6) return ’;
]
Note. Given a path 1=(v1 } } } v) , L,(1 ) is a shorthand for 1i<n L,(vi).
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TABLE 2
Labeling Algorithm
3. Suppose , is ,j  ,k . According to our assumption, I satisfies L, j (v) 
L, k(v). According to the inductive hypothesis, we then have s < ,Ij  s < ,
I
k ,
which in turn means that s < (,j  ,k)I.
4. Suppose , is _g0,j . According to statement (4) of Label(A, ,), the
satisfaction of condition L_g0 , j (v) by I says that there is a ,j-cycle of positive
time accessible from u through a ,j -path from (}) v to u. According to the con-
struction of the CR-graph and our inductive hypothesis, this means starting at s
in A, _g0,Ij is true, and the case is proven.
5. Suppose , is _,jU%,k . When I satisfies condition L_, jU% ,k(v), there
exists a ,j -path from (}) v to u of time tI(%), ,k is satisfied at u, and an
_g0true is true at u. According to the construction of the CR-graph and our
inductive hypothesis, this means s < _,Ij UI(%) ,Ik and the case is proven.
6. The other cases of _Ut% can be proven similarly as in case 5.
7. Suppose , is \,j U%,k . We work on the negation instead. \,jU%,k is
false exactly when one of the following three conditions happens:
 for some path, before % time units, ,j becomes false;
 for some path, for %=0 and %>0, respectively, after % time units, ,k is
never true;
 for some path, for %=0 and %>0, respectively, after % time units, ,j
becomes false before ,k becomes true.
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TABLE 3
Elaboration on Cases in Label(A, ,)
The falsity of L\,j U, k(v) leads to the satisfaction of the disjunction of these three
conditions.
8. The other cases of \Ut% can be proven as in case 7.
We next assume that s < ,I and we want to show that I satisfies L,(v). Again we
do this by induction on the structure of ,.
1. The case when ,= false is trivial.
2. The case when , # P is true according to the definition of clock regions.
3. Suppose , is ,j  ,k . According to our assumption, s < ,j  ,k , which in
turn means s < ,j  s < ,k . According to the inductive hypothesis, we then have
that I satisfies L, j (v) implies that I satisfies L, k(v). This in turn means that I
satisfies L, j (v)  L, k(v).
4. Suppose , is _g0,j . According to the semantics of _g0, there is an
s-run along which ,Ij is always true. Then for each v=[s] # V, this is described by
the formula constructed in statement (4) of Label(A, ,) which, according to our con-
struction of the CR-graph and our inductive hypothesis, means that I satisfies L,(v).
5. Suppose , is _,j U% ,k . When s < ,I is true, there is an s-run through
s1 such that from s to s1 it takes tI(%) time units, from s to just before s1 , ,Ij is
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satisfied, and at s1,Ik is satisfied. This in turn means there is a path in CR-graph
such that I satisfies L,(v) by our inductive hypothesis and CR-graph construction.
6. The other cases of _Ut% can be proven as in case 5.
7. Suppose , is \,j U%,k . We work on the negation instead. \,jU%,k is
false exactly when one of the following three conditions happens:
 for some path, before % time units, ,j becomes false;
 for some path, for %=0 and %>0 respectively, after % time units, ,k is
never true;
 for some path, for %=0 and %>0 respectively, after % time units, ,j
becomes false before ,k becomes true.
The satisfaction of the disjunction of these three conditions leads to the falsity of
L\, j U,k(v).
8. The other cases of \Ut% can be proven as in case 7.
This ends our proof. K
5.4. Complexity
We first analyze the time complexity of procedure ptime( ). The central part of
ptime( ) deals with the enumeration of cycles and the calculation of the gcd’s and
lcm’s of their positive cycle times. Suppose we are given a PTA(A, ,) with A=
(Q, q0 , P, C, /, E, ?, {). For convenience, let |A| be the size of A and |,| be the
size of , in bits. According to our construction, the number of regions in GA ,
denoted as |GA |, is at most 3 |Q| } (KA+1)C } ( |C |+1)!, where the coefficient 3 and
the constant +1 reflect the introduction of the ticking indicator }. The number of
simple cycles in GA is then O(( |GA |+1)!), where the +1 reflects the insertion of an
artificial token to mark the end of cycle node sequence in the permutation. Each
simple cycle has at most |GA | vertices. Thus, to enumerate the simple cycles and
their cycle times in the maximal strongly connected components, it takes time at
most O( |GA |(( |GA |+1)!)).
Given two integers m and n, their gcd and lcm can both be calculated in time
complexity O(log(mn)) under the assumption of constant-time multiplication and
division. Since the corresponding gcd and lcm of the O(( |GA |+1)!) cycle times
should be no greater than |GA | and |GA |O(( |GA |+1)!) respectively, they can also be
computed in O(( |GA |+1)!) iterations with total time complexity
O(( |GA |+1)! log( |GA | } |GA | ( |GA | )!))=O(( |GA |+1)! ( |GA | )! log |GA | ).
Summing up the two component times for cycle enumeration and gcd, lcm calcula-
tion, we conclude that the time complexity for ptime( ) is
O( |GA |(( |GA |+1)!)+( |GA |+1)! ( |GA | )! log |GA | )
=O(( |GA |+1)! ( |GA | )! log |GA | ).
We now analyze the complexity of our labeling procedure. In Table 2, procedure
L, i ( ) invokes ptime( ) at most |GA | 4 times while Label(A, ,) invokes L, i ( ) at most
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|GA | |,| times. With some simplification, we find that the time complexity of proce-
dure Label( ) is polynomial in |GA | and ( |GA |+1)!, which means that the proce-
dure Label( ) is in time |,| } 22 O( |A| ), since polynomials of double exponentialities are
still double exponentialities.
In summary, we find that our algorithm for parametric timing analysis problem
is of double-exponential time complexity. Since the model-checking problem defined
in [ACD90] can be viewed as a special case of our parametric timing analysis
problem, we find that parametric timing analysis problem is at least PSPACE-hard.
Thus, there is a gap here which needs more research effort to close.
Finally, the PTCTL satisfiability problem is undecidable since it is no easier than
the TCTL satisfiability problem [ACD90].
5.5. Finding a Solution of the PTA Condition
There is a parameter valuation I for T, making A a model of ,I iff
v # V; v < /(q0) L
,(v), which we call the intrinsic function of PTA(A, ,), is satisfiable.
A parameter valuation I for T, which makes v # V; v=/(q0) L
,(v) true is called a
solution to PTA(A, ,). We adopt a straightforward approach to solving the intrinsic
functions. By carrying out the following three steps, all intrinsic functions can be
simplified to Boolean logic formulas with literals restricted to one of the four forms
of true, false, _tc, _i(_=d+i2), where _ is a parameter variable and c, d, 2 are
nonnegative integer constants.
v Atoms of the forms =(v, v$)= A , =(v, v$)= a , (})v=u1 , u < fract(})=0,
ctd, or _i(ctd+i2) can be evaluated to specific Boolean values.
v _i(_d+i2) and _i(_>d+i2) are equivalent to _d and _>d, respec-
tively. _i(_d+i2) and _i(_<d+i2) are both equivalent to true.
v c_i(_=d+i2) is equivalent to (0 j<d_= j) 6 0< j<2 _i(_=d+ j+i2).
By simple induction on the structure of , and case analysis on the construction of
L,, it can be shown that these three steps indeed simplify intrinsic functions as
claimed.
After the simplification, since there is only existential quantification, we can use
standard techniques for linear equations to find a solution, if there is any.
6. CONCLUSION
With the success of CTL-based techniques in automatic verification for computer
systems [Bryant86, BCMDH90, HNSY92], we feel hopeful that the insight and
techniques used in this paper can be further applied to help verify reactive systems
in a more natural and productive way. Especially, we demonstrate that for the
model-checking problem, the region graph construction can be independent of the
timing constants used in specification formula. Thus, the state-space explosion in
verifying real-time systems can be further contained.
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